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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Campus

Briefs
APSCOE
Applications

I

Society Film
Robert Flaherty's "Man of
Aran" is the film presentation for
this week by the UNM's La Societe du Cinerua.
The film, which took two .years
to film, is a documentary of life
on what has been called the worst
sea in the world. It will be shown
at 7 p.m. Thursday, April 17, in
the Union Ballroom.
Admission is on a seats-available basis at 75 cents per person,
m· by season subscription.

Applications for participation
in the APSCOE program for
teacher trainees in English will
be available next week from the
department of secondary education.
The deadline for returning applications is May 1.
Twenty-four students will be
elected for the program, to start
in September. During the fall semester, the group will be enrolled
in education c:ourses, wm help
develop lesson plans, and . will
work on projec:ts related to teaching. They will practice-teach
full time during the spring semester.
Students elected will 1·eceive
$350 scholarships for the semester they teach, The program is
probably the only one in the nation in which student-teachers
are paid.
APSCOE is financed equally by
the UNM college of education and
by the A I b u q u e r q u e Public
Schools. It is aimed at revising
the English curriculum as well as
training teachers, and stresses inductive approaches to teaching
and learning.
Further. details may be obtained from Mrs. Dorothy Smith, secretary in the secondary education
department.
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r
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Fiesta Talent Show
Auditions for the Fiesta '69
talent show are scheduled Thursday, April 17 in the Union Ballroom from 1-8 p.m.
All students are eligible to audition, and all types of acts are
being sought.
The Fiesta talent show will be
Thursday, May 8, on Zimmerman
Field.
Students wishing more information may call Vic Dunning at
299-0986 or Marcia Smith at 2426611.

Vigilantes Smoker
The Vigilantes, sophomore men's
honorary, will hold a smoker in
the Union Saturday, April 19, at
Zp.m.
All freshmen men with a grade
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Student Veterans
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Grunsfeld Awards

Applications are now being accepted for the Grunsfeld Awards
for history majors.
Student who wish to apply for
the award may pick up applications in tl1e Student Aids Office.
The awards are made on the
basis of general scholarship and
financial need. They are worth
$125, and the deadline for receipt of applications is May 15.
Candidates should be students
who will have completed at· least
60 hours by the end of this se-mester, and graduates of New
Mexico high schools.
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Tuesday, Aprill6
Film, 11 The Persecution and .Assnssination
of Jenn-Paul Marat as Performed by the
Inmatea of the Asylum of Charenton Under
the Dil"cctio:u ot the Marquis cl'e Sade;u
Popejoy Hall; 7 :30 p.m.
Placement interviews; Window Roek
school district No. 8, Fort Defiance, Arizona. and Tulare, California city school
district: PJncement Center~
UNM Chamber Orchestra; Recital J;lall,
8:15 p.m.
AU Univeroity Dlnlogue on Teaching and
Learning; 9 a.m., President Ferrel Heady
speaking in Popejoy Hall; 10 :16 a.m. to
12; 16 p.m., unstructured sessions in Mitchell Hall, struQtnred sessions in the educa.tion
cotnplcx: afternoon sessions spofisored by
colleges and/or departments, 1 :30 p.111. to
6 p.m.j classes canceJl~d fo~ the day..

UNM Chamber Orchestra concert~ Fine

Arts REcital Hall; 8:16 p.m.; performance
is free ,and open to the pubUc.

Wednesday, ,/\pri!16
Lecture. •'The Fourth Foree in Nature;"
Dr. Robert E. Marshak; Holiday Inn, 2020
Menaul NE; 8 p.m.
A Capella Choir; R<:eitnl Hall, 8:15 p.m.
Third, organizational meeting: Student
Veteran's A~:~socintion: Union ROQil). 253; 8
p.m.
Friday, Aprll 18
Placement interviews; Gallup-McKinley
county schools; Placement Genter..
Recital; Tom O'Connor, oboe-; Recital
Hnll: 8 :15 p.m.
Saturday, Al)ril 19
Nizhoni lndinn. dnnces; Kiv~ Clnb;
Johnson Gym; S p.m.
Sunday, April 20
Arethn Franklin. concert: UNM Arenaj
8:15 p.m.; ticl<ets range f~om $4 to $5,
with a $1 .atmlcnt di-&count.
Chakna smoker; for all applicants;
U11ian; 2 p.m.

d~c$~ ~,
$14.95

$18.95

$29.95

,,~·

INDIAN SHIFiS

History Conference
The seventh annual regional
conference of Phi Alpha Theta, a
history organization, will be held
at UNM April 18-19.
Sessions will include presentation of papers by students on
subjects ranging from colonial
American and Latin American
history, European history, and
history of the American west.

NEW

,Announcementa by
tile UNM commonicy will be accepted
at Tbe Lobo oftioe.
A 24-hour deadline
is in olfeet.
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$17.95
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15% Discount
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Senate Passes
Groups' Funds
For Next Year
By SUSAN SMITH

In an all-night session last night, Senate unanimously passed a bill providing that the president shall make available to
the Senate a proposed budget for the coming year not later
than the sixth week of the spring semester.
The legislation, introduced by Senator Tony 01mi, also
states the Senate shall vote on the proposed budget for the
coming year not later than two weeks prior to the spring
general election.
Lobo Photo by Tony Louderbough
Among the budget allocations passed by Senate last night
President Ferrel Heady opened UNM's Teaching Evaluation
Teaching Function
was $47,078.09 for operating costs for The Lobo in the 1969Day yesterday with an address on "The Teaching Function of.~j;he
University."
70 school year. KUNM's proposed budget of $24,733 was also
passed unanimously by Senate.
A subtotal of $15,518 was allocated for general governmental expenses including salaries of student government
secretaries, office expenses, educational grants, expense accounts, scholarships, awards, and a contingency fund for the
For Advancement of Undergraduate Education
ASUNM president.
By ROB BURTON
The Leadership Scholarship Committee received a $2000
Heady said the University sought to "remove
Saying he was not going to discuss the "present
career
obstacles" for students.
allocation with provisions that the committee raise an addicrisis" in his keynote remarks for the University's
The relevance of academic material to matters
tional $6000 to launch the program.
Dialogue Day on teaching, Ferrel Heady yesterof the moment is not always obvious to students,
day morning gave an introduction to what he
Heady
said~ and matters of the moment are too
National Student Association (NSA) Coordinator Manny
called examples. of his administration's commitoften unexplored by scholars with the result that
ment to improving the undergraduate education.
Wright spoke to Se:nate regarding the organization's budget,
there is no sound teaching basis developed.
Heady spoke to about 600 faculty, alumni, and
"The University graduate should be more than
and received unanimous passage for $1400.
students in Johnson Gym Tuesday morning. His
a technician," Ready said, "he should have a broad
perspective.''
remarks were inten-upted at several points by
, National and International Affairs Committee received
applause
and
cheers
from
a
group
of
students
,,.Bachelor of U. Studies
$9840 to maintain the International Center and the Alert
intent upon heckling, but they walked out about
He
said
a
new
proposal
for
a
new
degree
to
be
Center.
halfway through the speech.
called Bachelor of University Studies may lead to

Heady Discusses Innovations

Registration for the Fiesta '69
beard-growing contest is now
open at the Alpha Phi Omega
coat check booth in the Union
lobby.
Contestants must register cleanshaven and must present their
student and athletic ID cards
when registering.
Judging will be during the Fiesta Midway activities Friday,
May 9. The best beard will win a
trophy plus a free shave and
haircut.

~

point average of 2.75.or over, and
a minimum of two extracu~·ricular
activities, are invited to attend,
Applicants are asked to wear a
coat and tie.
Applications for Vigilantes are
available at the dean of men's
office.

Tuesday, April15, 1969

The Student Veterans Association will hold its third organizational meeting Wednesday, April
16, at 8 p.m. in Room 253 of the
Union.
Coffee will be served.

A special Senate fund of $1175 was allocated to include
costs for elections, refreshments, and rental of a meeting
room in the Union.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

The proposed budget was issued to Senate from the bureau
of the budget. The Senate voted to express contempt for the
bureau of the budget.
During the course of the meeting, adjournment was called
for and defeated several times. Final action will be taken on
the 1969-70 budget in the Senate meeting tonight.

RATES: 7c per word. 20 word minimum ($1.,0) Pet' time run. If •d Is to
l'Un five oz- more eonsocutiVe dan with
no changes the rate iB redoced to J;e

per word ad the minimum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: Pa:rment must be made In
fUIIJlrior to insertion of advertisement.
WHERE: .Tournali'nn BuUdlnll'. Roont
169, afternoons preferably cr mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM. P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, .N.M. 87106

Endorses Evaluation
Heady endorsed a :Program of regular teaching
evaluation, saying he hoped the Associated Students would continue their effort of last semester.
He called for "input of student opinion in more
effective ways than students or faculty are used
to.''
His administration is moving in three areas to
improve undergraduate education, Ready said.
The University Committee on Enhancement of
the Educational Process has been working in the
three areas of course and course content changes,
closer student-faculty ties, and better advisement
procedures.

providing this general education.
UNM's branches include a community college
in Gallup, N.M., and a special studies center in
Quito, Ecuador, he said, and plans for a junior
college are being considered for the northern area
of the state.
He said he had appointed an ad hoc Committee
on Minorities to make inquiries about racial and
ethnic groups' college problems.
Noticed No Difference
He said he had been much reminded lately of a
story he once heard about a college president who
died and, as many were pleased to note, went to
hell. It was four days, Heady said, before the
president noticed any difference.

Harvard Turmoil

~

• ' f

PERSONALS

1)

Columbia Trouble Continues

POt.LY l'AGE Polly Page for Senate Polly
Page Polly Page.

STUDENT seeb simple room for silmmer. Will share if necessm:y. Furnished
or unfurnished. Bob Prichard, 122 Cuyler,
Prinocton Univ., Princeton, N.J. 08540.

(CPS).t'- Negotiations broke guidelines. for black studies.
down Tuesday between Columbia
Columbia blacks are seeking
University administrators and 16 support in the Harlem community.
blacl{ freshmen who have occupi- In a statement l'uesday, the stued the admissions office since Mon- dents declared they "are preparday night to demand control over ed when and if necessary to escaadnrlssion of black students a:nd late our demonstration up to and
a black studies department.
beyond the level of last spring-'s
The students want authoriza- confrontation.''
tion to create one board to "eval·
They also said they !night preuate and determine" black student vent the university from sending
admissions and a second board out acceptance notices to some
"responsible only to the trustees" 1200 high school seniol·s.
with power to deal with a broad
The University has announced
spectrum of issues affecting black that the 16 blacks are in violation
stud1mts, including setting up of school rules, but the students
' '

LOST & FOUND

2)

FOUND: Eye ~o~lass lens in Parking Lot
of School of Business. May be picked up
at Rm. 206 BA. Bld~r.
. FOUND~Black Labrador pUppy on cam•
pus 3/27/6U, call 277·5320.

SERVICES

3)

CHILD CARE in niY home. Convenlont
to campus. :PhOne 2'2-6662.

FOR SALE

5)

CHOPPER: $120(} plus labor invested. Will
sell this 196~-74 for $995 or best offer.
Will consider trade for three-wheeler
PillS cMh. Also, 1967 .Tawa, 176cc, Immaculate, $276. 115 ll Harvard SE, after
5:30 p,m,

PUPPIElS now available from IoeHoethe hom<! of the extra large Alaskan
Malamute. 298·6112.

ELNA J;>ortablc ··:-.e""cw-':i:-ng_m_a_c:-hi:-n-e"':$;::6::-l>,~d;:l-n·
ette see $16, 1!!!!1 Jaw books, new 10
speed (racer), twin bedspreads. 2992910.

U Greeks Endorse 15 Candidates
Both UNM Greek Councils, Interfratel·nity Council (IFC) and
Panhellenic, last night jointly endorsed candidates seeking student
government positions.
The dual council backed Ron Curry as ASUNM presidential choice
and endorsed :Joe Alarid for the vice presidential spot. John Martone
was selected as the councils' choice fo1• NSA coordinator.
In their fit•st year of endorsing student government candidates,
the two councils also supported 12 senate hopefuls. They were:
.Donna Fossum, Sandra Heide, John Huntsman, Frank Lihn, Steve
Ludlow, Doug MaeCurdy; John McGuffin and Sig Olson.
Other endorsees included Polly Page, Regner Rider, Bob Speer,
and George Will.

EMPLOYMENT

6)

GRADUATING
SEN10R
WOMEN!
WANT 1N Wl'I'H A GOING CON·
CERN? 1 ? lf yotl like people, .lika to
travel, and have a knowledge of a foreign language, consider becoming n
stewardeM . with Pan American World
Airways. Stewardess interviews will be
held on campus on AprJI 18, 1969. For
!tlrthe~ information, please contnct your
Plncem<mt office. Pan Am is An Equal
Opportuity Employer.
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say they will stay until their demands are met, or "till some other
action is deemed necessary.''
The HaiVard faculty voted
Tuesday to establish a 15-man
committee to decide disciplinary
and other matters involved in the
takeover there. Five students will
serve on the committee, which
will be elected Thursday.
Only one major disturbance
was reported Tuesday as the
•classroom boycott entered the
first day of its three-day renewaL
So far the strike has not been too
effective.

***

At Boston University, also in
Cambridge, students have ended
their sit-in. But they plan to meet '
Wednesday to decide whether t'o
take ov-er another building-. The
protest, against ROTC and cainpus military recruitment, has had
hot days of occupations and cool
days of strateg-y-making and ()rganizing. The militants als<J want
an end to the school's overseas
program, which grants degrees to
military officers interested in a
later business career.

LobO Phot.o by Tony Louderbough

Generation Gaps
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This lady told a Teaching Eval-'
uation Day discussion group yesterday that she had already
weathered three generation ga:Ps.

Wednesday, April16, 1969

ROBERT BURTON
Editor

WAYNE CIDDIO
Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuguerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202
'·•,

Vol. 72, No. 116
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The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the University year by the Board of Student Pub.
lications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant witlt second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, B7i06. Subscription rate is $5
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsianed opiryion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo,
Nothing necessarily represent$ the views.
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
ersity of New Mexico.
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Beceat Events-------

U of Michigan Editor
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The Work Has Been Done
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Medical Needs Not Met
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By STEPHEN M. PART
·""S'ome very entertaining movies
are being missed by members of
the campus community. Some
mindless advertisers are the reasons.
It seems only the "intellectual"
movies get any thought on what
type of ads to run. Comedies,
such as Skidoo and Support your
Local Sheriff, get hard-sell,turned-off, and tuned-out ads.
Sure Godard's Weekend and
La Chinoise, and Lelouch's A
Man and A Woman are :more
thought provoking, but once in
a while, you've got to put aside
the Revolution and amor, and
just laugh,
Skidoo was a comedy about
"the Family'1 if you can't

imagine the Mafia being funny
you should have seen the :flick.
While in San Quintin Jackie
Glea,son gets turned on to acid
by a convicted draft resistor. His
acid trip - he takes a yellow
balloon trip over the wall latel'is nearly as colorful as in Space
Odyssey and much funnier,
The movie ends with Groucho
Marx sailing off into the sunset
on a sail boat whose sails are
,emblazoned "Love and Peace."
It's funny because he has traded
in his cigar for a joint and you
can bet your life he's enjoying it.
There are lots of laughs in between, with Mickey Rooney and
Carol Channing adding plenty.
Also John Stewart Law shows
he can do more than take orders
fro:m The Sergeant.

Support Your Local Sheriff
lets James Garner out-Maverick
himself and at the same time
spoof Robert Welsh's law and
order slogan.
Harry Morgan, from Dragnet,
finally shows his true colors as
a fine comedian. It also becomes
clear he works Dragnet because
it's a job and not a crusade like
with Jack Webb (dab, dat-dah).
In spite of some bawdiness, the
most popular entertainment in
town is Madame Orr's House,
"Sheriff' still comes off with a
non-censorial rating of G for
general audiences.
Look beyond the silly ads and
laugh a little - maybe movies
still are your best entertainment
in spite of all the mindless ads
and uproar over obscenity.

'

(
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doctor to be on duty 24 hours a day.
The new medical facilities are adequate
enough to handle most campus emergencies.
Many students in their four years at
UNM come to know only the campus doctors for their health needs. When an emergency arises after 4:30 they feel lost.
Funds should be provided to fill this need
for 24-hour manning of the Student :Health
Service.

SI,idoo Your. Local Sheriff

!I
(

'~· ![

With the take-over by Dr. .Tack McCabe
ef the Student Health Service we would like
to see the recognition by this department
that UNM is a major state university.
We realize the Health Service is, as is
every other department of UNM, short of
funds. But with over seventeen hundred
students living on campus in dorms, several
hundred in fraternity and sorority houses,
and many more in apartments only blocks
away, it is certainly time for the instituting

Lobo Review

,i

\

case-don't even know that they and their
bloodthirsty cohorts in the Legislature have
already won a complete victory, a victory
that should ·satisfy them more than the
simple-minded lynching of the two TAs who
happen to have been caught with "material
potentially offensive to the public taste,"
as President Heady so eloquently put it.
There is the possibility that these types
enjoy witch-hunting the University, but,
on the off chance that they really do have
better 'things to do with their time, we
should like to point out to them that the
conditions exacted by President Heady
mean that "that kind of material" as they
-and he-like to refer to it cannot be used
in freshman English classes anymore.
What the still outraged fail to realize is
that their work has already been done for
them.
Now it may be that word travels slowly to
the outer reaches of the state, to Farmington and the other parts of the New Mexico
outback, and we hope that word eventually
reaches them of their victory. Lest they,
like the Vandals and Huns who sacked and
pillaged Rome, continue their brutal and
senseless attacks long past the time that
the victory has been given them.

'
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ANN ARBOR, Mich. - From
here, Ferrel Heady is an enigma.
The former head of Michigan's
Institute for Public Administration (a division of the political
science department) does not
seem the same man who is now
the president of the University of
Lobo Photo by J obn CuDinan
New Mexico.
The art education classes have been at it again. This time the
17 Years
students came up with feet walking up stairs, an apple core, and two
As
executive
director of a gradstylized figures. The sculpture is on view in the education complex.
uate-level institution here, Heady
did not come into much contact
with undergraduates and at the
time he was here-from 195fr to
December, 1966-student activism
was not as volatile as it has been
since.
A student with whom he had
some contact is today Governor
do to help change prejudice.
and war, the white community of New Mexico, David F. Cargo.
She said housewives and other must be educated to the nature Cargo first won eleetion to the
members of the community can and depth of the problem."
governorship in 1966.
be organized to start pickets aOne former colleague of Heady
Walker said host families will
gainst the sale of grapes, conduct not be found until there is a fairly calls him a "standard New Deal
surveys of stores before and after accurate estimate of how many establishment liberal Democrat,
welfare checks come out, and pro- people will volunteer. He also like many of those who matured
vide a substitute to Medicaid when said the program hopes to pay $5 in tho 80's and 40's.''
it is stopped.
"It is fair to say," says Profesto $10 per month as allowance.
sor
Norman Thomas, one of
Room
and
board
will
be
free
from
Started in Denver
Heady's colleagues from 1959 to
the
host
families.
The program was started in
1966, "that he had a strong comWhite Backgrounds
Denver under the name of Action
mitment to academic freedom and
Towards Suburban Involvement
Walker said they are looking freedom of speech. But he was
and Vision (ATSlV). ATSIV was for volunteers from white, middle active," he notes, "in pre-student
started by Dick Drennen, a form- class backgrounds. He said he is activism days."
looking for college students b<>Liberal Academician
er Peace Corps worker.
cause they are more flexible with
catch
comes when a liberal
The
"We know,'' Drennen said in a time and money.
·
academician becomes a university
recent Denver Post article, "that
People who are interested in be- administrator. Michigan has a
if we as a country hope to solve coming volunteers may contact long tradition of professors-turned administrators who began as
the problems of racism, poverty, Mrs. Walker at 877-'5286.

/'leeds Volunfeers·for Summer Work

Program Will Combat Racial Prejudice
"We had to fly the heart transplant donor from Chicago
. . . . or was it Los Angeles . . • ?

by Conrad

Editor:
Sartre's Reply
To the Editor:
Concerning the controversy over
the poem "Love-Lust," Jean-Paul
Sartre in Saint Genet says -something which I suggest you might
consider:
"And whom does one strike in
the person of the 'dirty, greedy,
sensual, negating' Jew? One's
self, one's own greed, one's own
lechery. Whom does one lynch in
the American South for raping a
white woman? A Negro? No.
Again one's self. Evil is a projection. I would go as far as to
say that it ls both the basis and
aim of all projective activity. As
for the evildoer, we all have our
own: he is a man whose situation
:makes it possible for him to
present to us in broad daylight
and in objective form the obscure
temptations of our freedom. If
you want to know a decent man,
look for the vices he hates in
others. You will have the lines of
force of his fears and terrors, you
will breathe the odor that befouls his beauteous soul. In the
case of those who condemn Genet
most severely, I would say that
homosexuality is their constant
and constantly rejected temptation, the object of their innermost
hatred, and that they are glad to
hate it in another person becauae
they thus have an opportunity to
look away from themselves, And
I do riot mea:n, to be sure, that
this constantly rejected homosexuality seems to them an inclination of their nature. Quite
the contrary, it is diffuse, it is a
shifty .something about persons
and things, it is a certain disturbing appearance of the world
that might very well open up suddehly and become dizzying, it is
an innel' uneasiness, it is the dim
and constant consciousness that
there is no tecourse within them·
selves. Genet is useful to them;
they can hate in him the half of
themselves which th!ly rej!lct.
Thus, thll evildoer is the Other.
Evil-fleeting, artful, marginal
Evil-can be seen only out of
the corner of one's e;y-e and in
others."
James Bradford

Stanford Not Pro·ROTC
To the Editor:
Re :· lettel' to the editor, The
Lobo, Apri11 1 1969, by Charles A.
Hart, concerning the ROTC-atStanford issue.
I a:m one of the Stan:ford stU•
dents who voted to retain academic credit for certain ROTC

Stephen M. Part .
Tony Louderbough, Bob Lager

Lcttc:ra n\"C welcome, and should
be no longer than 250 words f:ypc\Vl"ifuln, double .spaood. Name, telc!;lbone number nnd nddrcss muat be
Included, nlthough name wiU be
withheld upon request.

courses at Stanford University.
Mr. Hart's simplistic interpretation of the 2106 to 1897 vote as a
bald and florid "pro-ROTC" gesture is somewhat distorted, and it
is in the interest of a clearer and
better understanding of the situation that I am writing this
letter.
The results of our campus-wide
referendum do not indicate judgment of an;v kind on ROTC itself, but rather, a vote of -support
for academic freedom. We should
like to keep our university as an
institution of learning which offers an acedemic challenge in a
wide diversity of fields. If the
courses in the ROTC program fulfill the academic standards of scientific rigor, then they should be
taught for university credit; whether or not military is your bag,
is not the point. The issue at
Stanford was not so much. ROTC,
but w'hether or not we were going
to allow Stanford to dig itself
into a deep and narrow academic
hole. Given the same issue with
any other program, the results
would have been, I think, very
similar.
Susan Ping Wong

By SARAH LAIDLAW
Volunteers are being sought to
work in a summer program in
Albuquerque designed to combat
racial prejudice within the white
middle class community.
The program will put volunteers into what John Walker, who
is starting tho program, called
"white n1iddle class homes."
Host Families
The volunteers will live and
work within the white community
with host families to educate
them as to what the;v can do to
eliminate racial prejudice.
Mrs. Sharon Walker, who is
helping her husband start the
program, said the volunteers are
to try to make the white community aware of what they can

"What am I doing here?"- as a TWA Hostess. After all, my Psych major could have led to
something interesting. I gave up a great job as a legal secretary, and was even accepted by a
good law school.
So I've been thinking. Why did I become a TWA Hostess? Did I do the right thing? And strange
as it may seem, I know I did exactly the right thing.
It's not easy to explain all my feelings about flying for TWA, but let me try. First, as a
Hostess I have the opportunity to meet people--all kinds of people, from all kinds of places,
with all kinds of personalities. These are interesting people. They get yob involved. You
begin to understand what life is all about.
And there's the travel. There are so many fantastic places all over the world I can go on TWA.
Paris, San Francisco, Rome, Miami, Athens, Dar Es Salaam, Madrid, New York, Bombay, Bangkok, to
mention a few. Every place is different. Every place is exciting. Believe me, this chance to
travel and become involved with people of many cultures is the big reason why I decided to
fly for TWA.
Money, of course, is a consideration. My job ia a good paying one. But one thing discounts any
higher paying job- the fact that I travel to places all over the world in the course of a year,
while most girls are saving for that once-a-year two week vacation to a spot with 2,000 other
tourists.
I've had some people tell me that I'm no more than a "glorified waitress. 11 Sure, I serve food
and drinks but I consider the passengers on the airline my guests. I feel that entertaining
and serving guests are duties of a gracious hostess -not a "glorified waitress." None of the
passengers look on me as a waitress. They consider me a friend. Making a few people a little
happier each day gives you a great feeling.
The job is not all glamour, There are ups and downs and unexpected happenings. Grouchy
passengers. Crying babies. Cancelled flights on Christmas Eve so you can't get home. But it's
the best job I could ever have! I've learned so much about people. I've learned about myself.
Most girls can only dream about the things I've seen and done. Whatever is in the future-another job, marriage-- I feel my flying as a Hostess will prove to be as much of an asset as
my college education.
I
TWA is a rapidly growing company in a rapidly growing industry and I have a piece of this
action. I feel I can really play an important part in keeping TWA No. 1.
'
so, you can see that I'm glad I decided to fly with TWA.

AgainstSDS
To the Editor:
If Brian Gratton and' his followers are trying to destroy the
SDS, then I think they are very
effective. Contrary to the apparently Neo-Nazis political philosophy of Mr. Gratton, even Dr.
Heady has the right to spealt at
this UniVersity.
!think that the SDS attempt to
disrupt the speech of Dr. Hendy
Tuesday morning, 15 April 1969,
only confirms the charge of amaturism in my previous letter regarding the SDS. I would now
like to mnphasize that letter with
the charge that they are also
simply ill-behaved, irresponsible
children.
The behavior of the SDS Tuesday moi:Iling and their speeches
and comments preceding and during the demonstration at Dr.
Heady's house (10 April 1969)
only indicates to me that the SDS
has no deaite to improve thn University but only to disrupt it.
I can no longer regard the SDS
as anything other than an 'unfortunate nuisance and I fail to
see how they can expect to be ro"
garded 'as a respected voice on
clnnpug,
Bart Wilburn
Graduate Student

Annette Owen
TWA Itos:tess
P.S. You can fly.
Come in for an interview

Be A TWA. Hostess

· t~e dale• Thursday, April 17 ·
the place• Placement Office ,
tho tlmoo Contact the Placement Office

It's like no job·on earth
An equal opportunity employer.

for an Interview appointment
tho non-ogre Interviewer• Kathy Howe
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liberal academicians and ended up
as onerous and repressive university officials.
"You can't predict what any
liberal academician would do if
he became an administrator," one
professor says. "Any guy, no
matter how decent or respectable
in terms of liberal values-once
he becomes an adminisb·ato1·-is
bound to harden, to talte a role
which calls for the. exercise of
executive fiat."
It is common knowledge here
that Heady had been looking··ll·round for a full-time administrative position a few years before
he finally accepted the UNM position in the summer of 1966. He
had made a more or less public
commitment to administrative
work some time before.
The shifting nature of political
science in those years had left
Heady "SOmewhat behind the times
and Michigan was trying to forge
ahead in the academic world in
the new political science.
Head of Research
Heady, as head of a~ research
and service institute, was coming
into increasing conflict with the
political scence department and
the executive committee of the
Liberal Arts College over obtaining promotions for his staff n>embers.
The difficulty in obtaining promotions was indicative of the
college's attitude toward Heady
and his staff. Within a year of
Heady's departure, all but one of
his staff had left for jobs elsewhere with other political science
departments.
Other offers had been made to
Heady, including the academic
deanship of the Naval Academy,
and the presidency of a California
State College.
He finally accepted the UNM
offer-the academic affairs vice
pre.sidency.

Dear Graduating Coed:

·· II

'
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neaay c:n1gma

News Analysis

BiJJ Schneider, Susan Smith, Art Thomas
REVIEW EDITOR
Pf{QTOGRAPHERS

&

By RON LANDSl\iAN
(The author is managing editor
of The Michigan Daily, stude11t
newspaper at the University of
Michigan, UNM President Ferrel
Heady served at that university
for 16 years before coming to
.UNM in 1966. Landsman reports
on his reputation there.)

Editorials
A crisis always tends to accelerate the
····~t..'ii'hpression of the passage of time, and to
exaggerate the impression of action. Thus
it is that we have had an unfortunately impacted impression of aU that has occurred
in UNM's unfoltunately still continuing
crisis. However, our somewhat uneven view
of events f).·om our first-hand vantage point
is as clear as the desert a.ir compared to
what passes for an understanding of the
crisis in other parts of the state.
Yesterday the reaction began to mount
around the state to Heady's reinstatement
of teaching assistants WiJliams and Pollack,
with telegrammed petitions from those
more removed from the scene of the action
;;:-Places like Farmington, and so on. 'rhese
people, of course, ignore the rathe1· easibly
discernible fact that the source of their
complaint-"obscene" material-has in
fact been banned from all freshman English
classes, and the TAs have agreed to the
necessary supervision to insure that they
don't deviate again from the English department's freshman English course syllabus.
In effect then, the know-nothings-and
that term is truly applicable to the present
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Sigma Chi
Derby Days
Friday, April25
Dance 8:00 p.m.
Derby Steal

Saturday, April26
Games
Barbeque

The Hospital Ship S.S. HOPE, symbol of friendship and medical
mercy to the entire world, was adopted in 1963 as Phi Mu's National Philanthrophy. Launching the Fraternity into a new era of
service with an international flavor, Project HOPE retains and
perpetuates Phi Mu's historic interest in health and )D. service to
children.
·
::.,- .=
"
Phi Mu is the first college fraternity in America to adopt Project
HOPE on a national basis. Appropriate recognition is given to Phi
Mu by the People-to-People Health Foundation with a commemorative plaque aboard the S.S. HOPE, acknowledging the contribu- .: ·
tions of our members.
Go Fly a Kite With Kappa Alpha Theta!

,[
I

New Mexico Alpha of Sigma Phi Epsilon has enjoyed some
significate successes during the past year. Outstanding among these
have been the acquisition of a new house situated at 801 Yale NE.
.Recently Sigma Phi Epsilon celebrated their 4-0th anniversary on
this campus with a Founder's Day Banquet featuring former P1·esiATO'S
dent
Popejoy as the main speaker. A number of the chapter founBASKETBALL
ders were in attendance.
CHAMPS
Brotherhood and Scholarship continue to he the' goals of Alpha
. __ _ _ _ _ _ _.-o_ __ _ , chapter. The Sig Eps look forward to extending these ideals to
young men who want something extra from their four years at
UNM the satisfaction of attaining personal goals •~ hile contributing
to the development of the fraternal household. Hopefully the next
40 years will be so successful in instilling a positive philosophy
toward life in general and a feeling of responsibility to self and
community.among the brotherhood.

.... rushees arc
welcomed as new·
1\lplJtt Q!qt p/edpes . • •

I'
I.

I

I

I
I

i:

I.

I

A traditional part of Theta
;}Ji-iinitiat:i'lm is the kite fly. Shown
Bil~'Ali&l!u~lwre is the fall 1967 pledge class
ready to fly 'em high.
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Go Gre9k
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'69
JlB'P

i\w®~ n .....

ttrturnt. fttntrnt grnmittg
frtttrrutty ntt rttmpun ..• i'lrntiurn tn hr
tqr rrrtttu nf tqr fttttrrnity rrnp tqrnugq
itn plrtlnnnp4y rtf nrruirr tn frllnur mrn.
tn uniurrnity. ttttll flt tqr rnuntry •..
I

II

Four years ago, lambda Chi Alpha consisted of six men. They
lived in a house located off campus and were practically unknown.
That was when they set their goals.
Today, lambda Chi Alpha consists. of 43 men. They live in two
houses located in the heart of the campus and are not only known,
but respected as an example of how a fraternity can grow from
almost nothing to a top rate house on campus.
In competition, lambda Chi Alpha overcame houses with superior
manpower by winning more trophies in major events than any other
house on campus in the last two years. These ayvprds range from
song fests, homecoming displays, and scholarship, to publicity and
public relations on a notional level of competition.
Four years ago, six men decided they could do almost anything if
they. made up their minds to do it. They passed this to every new
member as they grew and after four years they ended up doing even
more than they originally though "possible".

,

'\

Straight Arrow

One of the hirr sorial event of the Delta Gamma sorority is the
Christmas Ball. Shown abo\·e at that ball is Suzanne Aldrich,
Delta Gamma, and her escort Bob Delaware, Phi Delta Theta.

II

Pi Beta Phi, a national .social sorority, suports through its Interior
Design Show not only local charities such as Casa Angelica (a
nondenominational home for several retarded children) hut also
a scholarship to Arrowmont, a craft school in Tennessee, other na. tiona! philanthropies and its local building fund.
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·Kappa Alpha

:)
!1.

Schedule of Greek Week
April 16
April 17
April 18
April 19
Professionalism
Through
Fraternalism
d

April 20

Exchange Dinner

.

Slave Sale
Bar-B-Q
Greek Games
Dance
Mental Health Drive
Casino Night
Banquet
Aretha Franklin Concert

~he. newest sorority house on Lhe UNM campus is the proud pos-

Chi Omega
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o! tho Chi Omegas. This fine home loeated at 1810 Mesa

V1s~a NE
1968.
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SPRING'
PARTY

occupied by the sorority durin"' the fall semester
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BEST OUTDOOR TRACK MARKS
(As of April U, 1969)
9.5w
9.6w
9.7
9.7n
9.8n
22.0n
220YARDS
48.3n
440 YARDS
48,6n
48.7
1:51,3
880YARDS
1:51.9
1:54.0n
4:07.0n
ONE MILE
4:09.5n
4:12.9n
4:16.5n
4 :18.6n
9 :00.'1
TWO MILE
9 :03.5n
9 :55.8n
9:56.Sn
THREE MILE
13:47.3
14:02.4
STEEPLECHASE 9:32.2
9 :39.4
9 :35.1n
10:27.on
10 :09.6n
52.3
440HURDLES
63.8
64.5n
HIGH HURDLES
14.0
l5.6n
DISCUS THROW
178-7¥..
SHOT PUT
51-l'A.
48-3'\l,n
POLE VAULT
l5-7n
14-Sn
HIGH JUMP
G-4n
TRIPLE JUMP
49-2%-w
48-6%.
42-1ft
LONG JUMP
23-7 111
21·11%
JAVELIN
216-lln
193-3
191-lOn
440RELAY
41.9n
lOOYARPS.
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MILE RELAY

(I

3:12.9

Ivory Moore
Tom Philips
Don Hnrosh
Ivo:ryMore
Tom Philips
Don Hnnosh
Gi!Peren
XenHead
Tomas Ericson
Tomaa Ericson
Dave Roberts
Monte Long
WebLoudat
Chuck Schuch
Bob Nanninga
Dave Robert<>
Tomas Ericson
WebLoudat
Chuck Schuch
Tom Toft
Bob Nanninga
Chuck Schuch
WebLoudat
Chuck Schuch
WebLoudat
Bob Nanninga
Bill Schrandt
Tom Toft
Mike Jones
Roosevelt Williams
Tom Philips
Roosevelt Williams
Mike Jones
Ervin Jaros
Ervin Jaros
Steve Kcppers
Joe Powdrell
Terry Ashcraft
Alton Harlin
Chuck Steffes
Chuck Steffes
BobbkRaines
Chuc Steffes
Tom Philips
lngeLoNing
Joe Powdrell
Joe Baker
(Williams, Cutshall,
Philips, Moore)
(Williams, Jones,
Perea, Ericson)

BYU (Alb)
BYU (Alb)
Ariz-SB (Tucson)
Wyo-Utnh (Alb)
Houston Inv.
Ariz·SB (Tucson)
Utah-Wyo (Alb)
Utnh-Wyo (Alb)
BYU (Alb)
Colo (Boulder l
Wyo-Utnh (Alb)
Wyo-Utnh (Alb)
Houston Inv.
Houston Inv.
Houston lnv.
Ariz-SB (Tucson)
Wyo-Utab (Alb)
Okla Relays
Okla Relays
BYU (Alb)
Wyo-Utah (Alb)
Houston Inv,
Houston Inv.
Ariz-SB (Tucson)
Wyo-Utnh (Alb)
Ariz-SB (Tucson)
Wyo-Utnh (Alb)
Ariz-SB (Tucson)
Wyo-Utnh (Alb)
Ariz-SB (Tucson)
Colo (Boulder)
Houston Inv.
Ariz-SB (Tucson)
Oklo. Relays
Houston lnv.
BYU (Alb)
Okla Relays
Colo (Boulder)
Houston Inv.
BYU (Alb)
Ariz-SB (Tucson)
Wyo-Utnh (Alb)
Ariz-SB ('.ruscon)
Wyo-Utah (Alb)
BYU (Alb)
Colo (Boulder)
Colo (Boulder)
Houston Inv.
Colo (Boulder)

4-3-69
4-3-69
·4-12-69
8-22-69
8-1-69
4-12-69
3-22-69
3-22-69
4-3-69''
3-29-69
3·22-69
8-22-69
8-1-69
3-1-69

8-1-69
4·12-69
3-22-69
4-5-69
.J-5-69
4-3-69
3·22-69
3·1-69
3-1-69
4-12-69
3-22-69
4-12-69
3-22-69
4-12-69
3-22-69
4-12-69
3-29-69
a.t-69
4-12-69
4-5-69
3-1-69
4-3-69
4·5-69
3-29-69

ASU has the finest javelin tosser in the WAC and one of the
finest in the country in Mark
Murro, who unleashed his arm
for a. heave of 270-2 in the triangular with Arizona and Occidental.
Bright Sparkles
Jerry Bright has run the 1QO
and 220 in 9.5 and 21.4 for the
'Devils, while ASU's Barry Shepard is one of six high jumpers in
the WAC that have cleared seven
feet.
Lobo Joe Powdrell has vaulted
15-7 this year and would like to
equal or better his career best of
16-0 against the 'Devils' Dick
Rambo. Rambo has sailed 16-0
against Brigham Young this season, and boasts a career best of
16-2.
One of the hottest short races
of the afternoon will probably be
the 120 high hurdles. New Mexico's Roosevelt- Williams has the
second best time in the WAC at
14.0, while ASU's Fair Hooker
has run a 14.1 and the 'Devils
Darby Jones bas hit the tape in
14.3. Hooker set an ASU record
last year with a 13.8.
The one mile run event will
feature four of the league's top
milers. ASU's Chuck LaBenz has
the best time at 4:02.6, while
UNM's Web Loudat has run the
second fastest four lapper, a
4:07.0.

Sun .Devil Manuel Quintanar is

3-1-69

4-3-69
4·12-69
3-22-69
4-12-69
8-22-69

ranlted sixth at 4:08.8, with Lobo
Chuck Schuch is tied for eighth
at 4:09.5,
Schuch May Run Two Mile
UNM coach Hugh Hackett,
however, may hold Schuch out of
the mile in favor of his meeting
'Devil flash Jerry Jobski in the
two mile. J obski, WAC cross
country champ, ran a 8:52.4 against Southern California and
Arizona, while Schuch has a best
of 9:05.5 in the Oklahoma Relays,
Quartermiler men Gil Pel'ea
and Kenny Head from UNM, with
respective bests of 48.3 and 48.6

•

1n

will face John Holbrook (48.6)
:from ASU in what promises to be
a sticky-tight 440. Head showed
signs of rounding into shape following his botherl!ome injury by
taking the quarter against Ari·
zona in 49.0 last Saturday.
Meanwhile in· the· 880, Rick
Marwin has a career best of
1:51.7, altho11gh his best for ASU
this season has been a 1:53.3.
Lobo Standout Tomas Ericson
turned in a 1:51.3 against CQlorado while Dave Rob'erts of the
'Pack had a 1:51,9 jn the meet
with Wyoming and Utah.

KOPY- KORNER

F.
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for UNM Students only
<'o,c.;C>.r ..., /':
For Theses: I 00% Colton Fibre-Cockle (as Required)
v~i, <1'4!
XEROX COPIES 8¢ each-No Minimum
'

Lobby-Simms Building Downtown, 4th & Gold

247-4406

· Looking for a parking place?
W~lkirig after you've .found one 7
Terry Dear

TAKE
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•
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3-29-69

"Der biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147

Editor:

Senior Terry Dear, standout
golfer at UNM four straight
years, will be ineligible due to a
non-retroactive freshman rule as
the Lolws journey to the All
American Tonrney in Houston.

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
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WINROCK

there's all the

VROOOOM
you like in our new
Knit Shirts
Sport Shirts
Our new knits and sport shirts
are about as dull as a MW Jag. There's a
deflnite feeling of power in their designs
and colorings. Imagine the feeling of wearing
them. Better yet, come in and pick out
yourfavorites. Then roar off to pleasure-in style.
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ARETHA FRANKLIN

Couns.e. li.ng

AT UNIVEffSITY ARENA
Sponsored by the ASUNM Popular Entertainment "Committee
.Mail Order Tickets

~: .·
'

.

~;.

lltotho Franklin
c/o New Mexloo Union
\ln!Venlty <>f Mew Moxie<>
Albiiquenl.~~· New Me•l<o 87106

'

'

8: I5 p.m. April '20 1 , 1969 ,
$5.00-4.50-4.00
$1.00 Dls«!tmt iO all college $luclanfs with l'llrr&nt 10
2 Tickets per 10-4 Ticket; por penon

TICKETS··ON SALE TODAY
Studel)t Activities Ticket Booth in Popejoy Haii-...277-3411-Reeord Rendezvous-Reidllng D~>wntown

•

•
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842-l41S:

Narcissus and Goldm11nd

by Hermann Hesse ............ 2.25
C<>mplete Bolivian Diaries of
Che Guevarq and other
captured d<>t:uments ....• , ... , , 2.95

Smith of Wootten Major
and Farmer Giles of Ham
by J. 1!.. Tolkien •.•.•...•....... •95
Tolkien: A Look Behind
th~

Lord of the Rings
by lin Carter • , ......... , ... , . , .95

Last Unicorn
by Peter Beagle , .............. •95
Soul On Ice
by Eldridge Cleaver ..... , ..... 1.9~
Sometimes a Great Notion
by Ken Kesey ..•....• , .........95
Way to R<1lny Mountain .•...... 4.95

Explor.,tions
by Marshall Mcluhan ...•....• 2.95

Shop
NOB HILL

FASHIONS FOR YOUNG MEN

Curriculum

'

120 Yale S.E.

OLD TOWN

Trend$~

PATRONIZE THE ALBUQUERQUE TRANSIT .SYSTEM

·o: ,·;_,......___
:! ·
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With Your

UNM's tennis coach Joe Ferguson, whose team sports a
haughty 11-2 record after weekend victories over Air Force Academy and Texas Tech, announced that this week's scheduled trip
to Utah has been cancelled.
The Lobos were scheduled to
take on Utah on :Friday in Salt ·
Lake City and Brigham Young in.
Provo <ln Saturday, but a schedule conflict has forced the cancel- .
lation .
."We would have liked to play
the two Utah schools, but In the ,
long run this will help our sched~· · ·
....or yom: Career?
ule,'' said Ferguson,
.An of New Mexlc«>'s leagua· ·
matches are away thla yea'r and'
····Cons~.:~
at home in 1970, stra·ngel~
enough. The change will. give the
; ·.- ~ .·_ "·
-..
Lobos a chance to split the WAC
~""~.•,"&.·..
dual schedule since UNM will
~vl ""'
meet the Utah schools. away next .
;year.
Meet results so far:
..
UNM 7
Ft. Lewis College 0
New Mexico State' o ·.
UNM 6
UNM 5
Colorad«> State u.. 2
UCLA 8
UNM l ' .. • '
. ,. .
ucLA s
UNM o
~~.
UNM 8
Los Angeles State 1 . ·
UNM5%
'Pft.U.,
U California. (Irvine) 3%
·offic~ Houts
'Appoln.tm~nt
UNM 7
WyQnting .2
Southern Cal. 6
UNM 3
!'hone 2~5-9298
UNM 9
Iowa. 0
!2.4 Wt:~shlngfon U. ,
UNM 9
Air Force Academy 0
.....
UNM 4
,Texas Tech 2 •

(/

•

Sims

l&&S11

Having Problems

by

•

at Taylor Universityl Upland, Indiana, will coach the 1969 Venture for Victory team. Coach King
toured in the Orient with the 1958
Venture for Victory Basketball
team and served as an Advisot
Baseball Coach for the Nationalist Chinese Air Force Baseball
Team in Taiwan during· the summer of 1968. Taylor University
Baseball Teams have won three
Hoosier Conference titles and
:four District NAIA tournaments
under Coach King, who played
professionally for two seasons in
the Philadelphia Philliea organization.
In its program abroad, Venture
for Victory is sponsored by Overseas Crusades Inc., a non-denominational Christian service organization which originally conceived
the idea of Venture for Vctory.
However, in the United States it
is not sponsored by any institution or organization. A group of
. interested men serve as a steering committee and help in the
selection of all personnel.

,,

Service.; ,.
M~rgherita• M.' ~~n~l~g

-

Page 'I

Ronnie Sims, UNM pitcher with
a 2-0 record so far this season,
has been chosen to tour the Orient
this summer with the first Venture for Victory Baseball Team.
The team is organized by the
Sports Ambassadors division of
Overseas Crusades, Inc., of Palo
Alto, California.
The 1969 season marks the
Seventeeth Anniversary of the
Venture for Victory program,
having begun in 195Z with a
touring basketball team. In recent
years Sports Ambassadors has
expanded its progra..m to provide
an opportunity :for several American coaches and athletes to coach
and hold teaching clinics overseas
in their respective sports.
Venture for Victory programs
have been honored by the Freedom Foundation of Valley Forge,
Pennsylvania, Look Magazine, and
the Congressional Record of the
United States House of Representatives. A motion picture and
a book have been released depicting the unique experiences of
Venture for Victory teams.
The Venture for Victory Baseball Team, which js the most recent expansion of SpQrts Ambassadors, will include Hawaii, the
Philippines, Taiwan, South Korea
, and Japan in an itinerary that extends :from June tenth through
August iifth, 1969.
Jack King, head baseball coach

John
Moser

SeasonMark11-2

•

Orient Ball Tour

Albuquerque Transit Buses cover all parts of the City and
will let you off at several points on Central between
Girard and University. The MEDICAL ARTS route actually cuts across campus; Roma to University to Lomas to
Stanford.

3•l-G9

i

to be Cance(led1

•

4-2-69

3-29-69
3-29-69

i!

Net Team's Trip

j

u Pitcher Ron

Individual Battles Should. Develop 1n Track Meet
on April 3) are scheduled for 2:00
p.m., with the track events set
for 2 :45 p.m.
Devils Favorites
The 'Devils will be heavy favorites in 'Such events as the 100
yard dash, javelin, and high jump,
but the interesting battles could
develop in the distance and middle
distance events and the pole
vault.

•

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Lobo Cindermen Meet ASU Satuday

Some better-than-usual individual battles should develop this
Saturday afternoon at University
Stadium as the UNM Tracl>sters
of coach Hugh Hackett take on
the Arizona State Sun Devils in
a cinder match.
The iield events for the Lobos'
second home dual of the season
(BYU upended the 'Pack, 77-68,

'
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Wednesday, _Aprill6, 11169

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Calling U

Campus

Briefs
Talent Auditions
Auditions •:for the Fiesta '69
talent show are scheduled 'l'hurs.
day, April 24 from 1·8 p.m. in the
Union Ballroom.
·
All types of acts are being
sought. The Fiesta talent show
will be Thursday, May 8, on Zim·
merman Field.

Engineering Prizes

'.'

Garry Whitlow and Gregg Ut;..
ton, both senior students at UNM,
won first and second p1·ize, respec·
tively, in a competition sponsored
by the Albuquerque Chapter of
the American Society of Meehan·
ical Engineers at Western Skies
last Wednesday night.
Whitlow's winning paper is en·
titled "The Heat Pipe Versus
Conduction Heat Transfer," and
Utton's paper is "A Digital Tech·
nique :for Compensation of AcceJ.
erometer Data.''

Baha'u'llah
".I

teaches that "To acquire know(.
edge is incumbent upon all."
265-2569

SOUTHWEST SHAVER SERVICE
Electric Shaver Repair
210 Third Street, N.W.
3017 Centred Ave.,. N.E.

:247-8219
256-3354

i=:::::;:::;::::;:::;:::;::::;:::;::;::::;:::;:::;:-;"
OPEN POETRY READING
at the Yale St. Grasshopper
Thursday, April 17th e~t 8;00 PM

The two will represent UNM
at the annual Regional Meeting
next weekend at the University
of Wyoming in Laramie.

lng 1Wo cllarges of selling lewd and
~bscene literature filed against lhe

Grasshopper in ~ 1967 and March
1969.

Outstanding UNM students will
be honored April 29 at the annual
honors assembly.
The assembly i::; held at the end
of the spring semester. This year
it will be at 7;30 p.m. in the
Unio!l Ballroom.
Students will be honored for
scholastic and extracurricular activities by various academic departments and student organi2;a.
tions. The new student body officers will be installed at the assembly.

Conference Postponed
All persons invited to the Lawrence Ranch conference April 1820, are notified that the conference has been postponed.
UNM President Ferrel Heady
annou)lced that "due to a limited
response" from community leaders who were invited to the conference, it has been decided to
postpone the conference until a
l&ter date.
He also said people invited will
be notified of the new d&te.

Thursday, Aprill7
".)fun of Arnn;.'" Union Dallropm; 7 p.m.;
admission 75 cetits, or by sev.so;n subserip.tion.
Placement int>ervi"""'; Inglewood, Call·
fornia unified school oliatrict, and unified
sc:l1ool district No.. 1, Raeine, Wjsconsin~
Placement Center.
Y~:i!Jln.U,S; rush onranlzati(>nnl l!lCeting;
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Senate Appropriates
$208,444 Budget:
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You'll love
the ALMAY LOOK
it's aPURE
BEAUTY'

By SUSAN SMITH
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Cheerleaders' Dance

Bfternoons pre:lerab])r or mall.
Clasalfted Advertlaln,ll'
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquet<lu~. N.M. 87106

_ _ 'i, ............. ----·-···

The Last Straw

PERSONALS

l)

POLLY PAGE Polly Page :t:or Senate Polly
Page Polly Page.

The cheerlf'.Rders will present a
dance :from 8 to 11 p.m., Friday,
April 18 at the Newman Center.
Music will be provided by the
Rotten Apple, and only persons
18 years of age or older Will be
admitted.

Cardinal Newman

LOST & FOUND

2)

FOUND: Eye gl..,. lens in Parkhill: Lot
of School of Business. :May be picked up
nt Rm. 206 BA. l3J:Jg,
FOUND-Black Labrador puppy on .,..,.
PUS 3/27/69, CBJI 277-li320.

3)

Hector Garcia

SERVl<.'ES

CHILD CARE in ttll' home. Convcniomt
to c:ampus. Phone 242-6662.

Hector Garcia, classical guitarist, will present a recital Wednesday, April 23 at 8:15 p.m. in the
Fine Arts Recital Hall.
The recital is sponsored jointly
by the fine arts and music depart;..
ments, in cooperation with Los
Amigos de la Quitana.
Tickets are available in the
music department office in the
Fine Arts Center, and are $2.50
for adults, and $1.50 for students.

5)

FOR SALJ;!l

April 19, 1969

7:00-12:30

Dining

Dancing

NEW SHII'.MENT - 1000 lloakl! addc:L
Stock of over 6000. 10¢ up. 311(1 Edith
N.S. 10-• Tttes.-Bun.
LEAVING COUNTRY - houscltold aale.
Chairs, kitchen utensils, rugs, TV, •tereo•
guitar, lndf~> cloth, etc. Priced .:heap.
Call 243-2144.
CHOPI'ER: $1200 plus labor in'Vmted. WID
sell thia 1950-74 for $995 or best ofler.
Will conoider trade for three-wheeler
plus CI!Sh. Also, 1967 J'11wa, 176cc, im·
mao:ulntc, $275. 115 B Hnntard SE, after
6.:30

P ope]oy Hall

New Student Center
University of Albuquerque

})-~tn~

l'Ul'PlES "'ow avaDable f:rotn leclloetbe home of the extra large Alaskan
ll!alamnte. 298-6112.
ELNA portable aewlng DIIICbine $66, din•
ette set $16, 1881 law boola!, new 10
speed (nu:er)' twin bedspreada. j!gg..
2910.

Fonnal.
$8.oo per couple

Travel- Adventure Series
Final P~ogtam of 1968-69

An eye opening trip through the little
known and"seldom seen regions of America

William Stockdale
and his extraordinary film

"BACI(ROJ\DS
U.S.A.
C•

TODAY and TOMORROW

FridayApril18-7:3oPM.
Admission by Subscription or

After 13 hours of consideration and
debate the ASUNM Senate passed a
$208,444.10 budget 13-1 with one abstention for the 1969·70 school year. Student
approval is necessary for implementation.
Senators opened the drapes in the
Union Desert Room to watch the sun
rise during a brief dawn recess. Minutes
later, discussion of allocations for various UNM organizations resumed. The
session, which began at 7 p.m. yesterday,
adjourned at 8:10 a,m. today with a
prayer given by; Senator Ken Gibson,
The budget will now be prepared :for
referendum and placed on the ballot in
the Friday, April 18, election.
Upward Bound was allocated $1000.
This appropriation was made up of money
trimmed from funds for Amigos Anonymous, National Student Association
(NSA), Associated Women Students
(AWS), and general publicity.
The Thunderbird and Mirage received
allocations of $4000 and $15,000, respectively. It was decided subscription prices
for the Mirage will be left to the discretion of the Student Publications Board.
The electrical engineers honorary fraternity, Eta Kappa Nu, received $250 to

continue operation of the message board
in University Arena.
A total of $15,000 will be set aside for
tlw Intermural and Recreation board.
The teacher evaluation program, which
began this year at UNM, was allocated
$3000 to continue operation.
A tutorial program that will be open
to all UNM students and will have tutors
selected from the student body at large
as well as residence halls will be established by the Residence Hall Council
(RHC), Senate passed a $500 allocation
for use in this program.
The UNM student handbook received
$3000, and the Union Program Directorate was given a total of $7348 to operate
next year.
'"'
The Student Bar Association (SBA) .,
was allocated $705 with the stipulation
that it will be returned to student gov·
ernment if the SBA withdraws as a
group from the ASUNM.
In earlier Senate business Wednesday
evening, an act that would have amended
the ASUNM cDllstitution to read that all
policies and procedur(ls of related boards
and agencies may be suspended at the
disc.retion of the president of the University was defeated 12-2. The legisla·
tion was introduced by Senator Steve
van Dressel'.

came out of the structured sessions.
Beckel said he had only fragmentary information about the
unstructured morning sessions,
and the afternoon college oriented sessions, but indicated that the
responses he has received so far
have bej)n "positive and enthusiastic.''
University Goals
Beckel described structured ses-

Low student participation was tieipation but said, "I think that
the main characteristic of TUes- those who did participate found
day's Teaching Evaluation Day, it extremely profitable.''
said Dr. Charles Beckel, co-chairSeveral Suggestions
man of tl1e committee that planRosenblum said he has already
ned the day.
received several suggestions that
He estimated that only two to Evaluation Day be made into a
four per cent of UNM's under- yearly event.
graduate student population parBeckel described the morning's
ticipated in the discussions.
structured sessions, held in the
Dr. Sidney Rosenblum, the education complex, as "extremely
other co-chairman of the planning successful," and called some of
committeej also expressed disap- them "virtually ideal.'' He said
pointment in the low student par- that many useful sUggestions

sion "University Goals and Re- versity.'' Beckel estimated that
sponsibilities," as "two hours o£ about 500 people attended Heady's
very animated discussion." Both speech.
30 Per Cent
UNM President Ferrel Heady and
Beckel
estimated
that about 30
Dr. Arturo Ortega, president of
the Board of Regents, attended per cent of UNM's :faculty participated and "virtually all the
this session.
"The other morning sessions deans and administrators were
were less animated but still suc- either in one session or another.''
He said two regents and about
cessful," said Beckel.
100-150
alumni and city people
Evaluation Day began at 9 a.m.
the morning sesalso
attended
with a speech by Beady on "The
Teaching Fun!!tion of the Uni- sions.

Adults $1.50
Fac/Staff $1.25
Students and Children $1.00

Class Ring: Samples- Displays- Fittings

Telephone 277-3121

Plus; fREE RING DRAWING ..... no purchase necessary

NSA Brings Suit
Over Aid-Cut Bill

TA's Propose Advisory Committee
Another committee to sUpervise freshman
English classes was proposed in a closed
meeting of teaching assistants lnst night in
Mitchell Hall. The committee will recommend improvements in the procedures of
conducting English 101 and 102.
Lionel Williams attended the meeting,
presided over by associate professor Joseph
Zavadil, \\>'ho was recently appointed act1ng
chairman of the English department.
"We're generally more optimistic, 11ow

:WASHINGTON (CPS)-A suit was filed in federal court here
Wednesday challenging the constitutionality of legislation which
eUV.l off financial aid from college students involved in "disruptive"
campus protests.
Principal plaintiff 1s the U.S. National Student Association
(NSA), a confederatiop. .of 386 stu~ent gover~ments on campu~es
across the. nation. Jommg NSA m the action as represetatlVe
parties are the student governments at Notre Dame, the University
of California at Berkeley, and the University of Maryland, the
president of Staten Island (N.Y.) Community College, and four
students.
The suit seeks to have declared unconstitutional, and thus ~ave
nullified certain so-called ''anti-riot" provisions of federal leg1sla·
tion deslgned to deny federal aid to disruptive protesters.
Nam:ed as chief defendant is Robert Finch, secretary of IIcalth,
Educatiort and Welfare, who administers most of the :funds invo~ved.
Defense Secretary Melvin Laird and the director of ~h.e Nat10n~l
Science Foundation arc also named because they admm1ster applicable research programs.
Speaking at a morning press conference, NSA President Robert
Powell Jr. said "When our nation's lawmakers plunge beyond the
constitution in 'their zeal to punish students, it is time to call a
halt. In NSA vs, Finch we seek to secure the protection afforded
to students under the c~nstitution against the emotional and intempGrate reaction of our Iawmalccts.''
No student has. lost aid ·Under the provisions so far, but mere
existence of the statutes constitutes an "implict threat" and "a
powerful agent of intimidation," Powell said.
:More than l.ti million college students receive aid under p:tograms
affected by the cut•olf provisions. A1so involved are research sub·
sidies.

that Zavadil is the acting chairman," teach·
ing assistant Clarence Wolfshohl said a:fter
the meeting. "But we can't tell how the new
system will work until something new comes
up," Wolfshohl said.
Wolfshohl said that the meeting was to
elarify some points of the existing superviGory procedures, "to see if we can live
with it," he said. "There wasn't that much
diffarence between what we had assumed
and what they set up," he said.
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BYU Group Lauds UNM Senate

/'

BSU Gets Supporting Le~ter
The Black Student \)'nion (BSU)
has received a letter of support
from Darrell L. Whitman, the
director of the Committee for an
Open University at Brigham
Young University (BYU).
Whitman said, "We applaud and
support the action taken by the
Student Senate at UNM in response to the Black Student
Union resolution urgin~ suspen·
sion of relations with BYU." The
committee recognizes the disparities present on the BYU campus
regarding minot·ity relations, and

seeks adjustments in policies and BSU, said, "I agree· 'With what
practices, he said.
Whitman has to say, and it shows
we're not alone."
"As you might not be aware,
there is considerable dissatisfacIncluded among the 15 demands
tion among significant members which are the basis o:f the com•
of students and faculty with those mittee's efforts are: 4) "That the
policies pointed out by the BSU administration sponsor a Civiland with the lack of academic Rights week with speakers who
freedom and free expression," represent a divergenee of the miWhitman said.
nority viewpoints," and 6) "'l'hat
Bowever, because oi the cam- the administration produce drpus situation it is difficult to work cumstances and the proper at•
within the bounds of the present mosphere for favorable recruitstructure, he said.
ment of Negro athletes on the
Chris Carson, member of the same basis as whites.''
~

' ~
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Co-Chairmen Estimate Only Two to Four Per Cent U Undergraduates Participate
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Mars Evaluation Day
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Music by
Neo-Classic Jazz Quartet

Cultural Program Committee
Present

This futuristically designed bathroom fixture js
on display on the first floor of the College of Education. Its author, a «fluid engineer," made the
fixture for an Art Education Class project.

Low· Attendance

Ball

'.\

Students Vote on Funds Friday

M

Complete Line
of Hypo-allergenic
cosmetics

RATES: 'Tc per word, 20 word mlnf•
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad fa to
run five or more coMecutlve dan with
no ehangea the rt.tB fa reduced to &e
per word nd the minimum nUJnber of
words to 10.
TERMS : Payment must be made In
full prlor to lnoertlon of advertlaement.

The Rally Committee is cur
rently accepting applications :for
the Homecoming 1969 Committee.
Positions open include that of
chairman as well as other committee members. Applications
may be obtained from Mrs. Sue
Pickett in the Activities Center
of the Union, and must be returned by April 30, 1969.

Frlds.l', AJ,lrill8
University of AlbuquaotUe InternatiJ>Dal
Gala; UA ballroom; 9 p.m.: ~2.50 per couPle.
Cheerleaders d!Uice; Newman Center; 8
11 p.m.; 18 or older.
Placement inte~views: Ga1lup-Mo:lrinley
county schools: Placement Center.
Recital: Tom O'Connor, oboe: Recital
Hall; 8:15 p,m.
Saturday, Apdll9
Niihoni Indian ilnne"': Kivn Club:
Johns()n G:vm; S p.m.
Vigilantes smok,..;
c,ants are asked tn ••""~

No. 117

Thursday, Ap:ril 17, 1969

Vol. 72

(3 blocks west of U,
on Sigma Chi Road)

Pharmacy Seminar

Gala

Union; 7 :45 p.m.
·
Meeting !or Fiesta !~:in!! and Queen eandidates; :KaPPa :Kappa Gamma sorority
bouse; 6 p.m. m!"'datozy f(>r all candidates.

PRESCRIPTION CENTER
MEDICAL ARTS SQUARE

Pharmacists from throughout
the state are invited to attend a
seminar abaut new drugs, from
8-10:30 p.m. Monday and Tuesday of next week.
The seminar will be held in
Room 139 of the biology building.
Pharmacy Dean Elmon I. Cataline will begin each session.

The International Club at the
University of Albuquerque (UA)
is sponsoring an International
Gala Festival Friday, April 18,
at 9 p.m. in the University of
Albuquerque ballroom.
There will be different interna
tiona! performances and music
by Sal Chavez. Foreign students
are invited to wear their native
dress.
Price is $2.50 per couple.

admiuion by donation

Proceeds to go to lawyer fees regard.

Honors Assembly

Wednesday, J>.pril16
SDS me(lting; Union :Room 129; 6 :30 p.m.
Lecture, "The Fourth Force in Nature;~'
Dr. Robert E. MnlShnkl Holiday ltut, 2020
Mena11l NE; 8 J,l.lU.
A Capella Ghoir; Recital :ffnll, 8:15 p.m.
· Third onranioational meeting; Student
Veteran's Aw;ociation; Union :Room 253; II
p.m.

Announcements by
the D:NM commun•
ity will hi' accepted
at The Lob!> office.
A 24-hour deadline
is in ofteet.
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